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Absorption Mechanism of Sulphur dioxide Pollutant
in a High Temperature Fluidized Bed of Limestone
Dr G K Roy, Associate Member
Dr W Weisweiler, Non-member

The limitations of the limestone desulphurization process as an abatement measure for sulphur
dioxide pollution have been outlined. A quantitative approach to the absorption of sulphur dtoxide
on limestone in terms of various reaction variables has been attempted. The mechanism of iim-e
limestone sulphation reaction has been postulated. A correlation for the diffusion coefficient of
sulphur dioxide in limestone has been suggested.

earlier investigations that there are two major limitations of the dry limestone desulphurization process : (1)
poor additive utilization and (2) low desulphurization
efficiency. As a first step of refinement the authors
have conducted several absorption experiments in a
high temperature fluidized bed and obtained encouraging results. Reactivity of calcium oxide (the decomposition product of limestone) reported to have ceased at
low sulphate conversion was found to be appreciably
enhanced in a fluidized bed5.
EXPERIMENTAL
INTRODUCTION

In recent years pollution due to sulphur dioxide emission from power plants consuming sulphur-laden fuel,
ore smelters and various sulphur or sulphuric acid
based chemical industries has created increasing awareness all over the world. Among
the various schemes proposed to abate the pollution1'3 one economic proposition
of wide applicability has been the use cf limestone
and dolomite as sorbents in processes for S0 2 removal
from flue gas wherein the contact between the sorbent
material and the gas is readily obtained either by dry
injection of material into the boiler combustion chamber or by passing combustion gases through a bed of
limestone.
Although much information is available on the role
of chemical composition, physical properties and pretreatments of sorbents of varied geologic origin on
sorbent capacity, kinetic information available on limesulphation reaction
is comparatively scanty. An exhaustive review4 has been made by the authors on lime
sulphation reaction kinetics. It has been observed by

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
QUANTITATIVE APPROACH TO SULPHUR DIOXIDE ABSORPTION ON LIMESTONE IN TERMS OF REACTION PARAMETERS

The dependency of sulphation reaction on various
reaction parameters, namely, the reaction temperature
and the time, the particle size and the amount of the
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sorbent has been established. Amount of sulphur dioxide absorption retported as conversion of the sorbent
to calcium sulphate was found to be directly proportional to the reaction temperature upto the optimum value.
Also the conversion is directly proportional to reaction
time and sorbent (additive) amount and indirectly proportional to the particle size of the additive material
within the ranges of experiments conducted.

Conversion'against each of the reaction variables on
log-log co-ordinates, the exponents of equation (1) are
evaluated. After substitution of these exponents,
equation (1) becomes

Correlation

POSTULATION OF REACTION MECHANISM

About ten reacted particles from each of the runs
have been analyzed for the distribution of sulphur in a
scanning electron microscope. Two distinct phenome; na are observed from the electro-micrographs obtained.
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For most of the cases the concentration of sulphur has where B is a constant and b1, 2, 3 are the exponents of
been found to decrease along the diameter and reach the reaction variables. The effect of individual variaalmost to zero value towards the centre of the particles ble can be seen from Table 3. By plotting the conver(Fig 2). This suggests diffusion to be the rate-limiting sion against each of the reaction variables on log-log
step in the reaction of sulphur dioxide with limestone. co-ordinates, the exponents of equation (4) are evaluaFor very small particles, sulphur concentration has been ted. After substitution of the exponents, equation
found to decrease along the diameter upto a certain (4) becomes,
distance after which it remains almost unaltered indicating thereby the combined influence of diffusion and
chemical reaction. However, in general, the non-catalytic reaction of sulphur dioxide with limestone can be
assumed to be diffusion-controlling, which is in conformity with the observations of earlier investigators8-9.
The diffusion coefficients for a few cases have been
calculated.

It is observed that the rate of reaction or, consequently the rate of diffusion is inversely proportional to
particle size and reaction time and directly proportional
to reaction temperature (up to the optimum value of
temperature). Sorbent particles of different sizes present
pore structures of varying characteristics which influence the rate of diffusion. Further the pore size distribution of the ultimate reacting particles, (the calcined
limestone) is considerably affected by the calcination
temperature. Beyond the optimum temperature, dead
burnt lime with poor pore structure is formed which
reduces the diffusion rate of sulphur dioxide. The rate
of diffusion decreases with time owing to pore mouth
closure and formation of a calcium sulphate layer on
the calcium oxide surfaces.

Diffusion coefficients calculated by equation (6) have
been compared with the experimental values in Table 4.
The mean and standard deviations have been found to
be 4.9 and 6.2, 'respectively
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CONCLUSION
A maiden attempt has been-made in this paper to
quantify the amount and the mode of conversion of
limestone in a dry lime-resulphurization process—the
well established sulphur dioxide pollution abatement
measure practised over the last two decades. The correlations were found to be valid within the ranges of
the experimental investigations. However, more investigations can be conducted with' limestone and dolomite samples of various geologic origin in order to
make the correlations of wider applicability.
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